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About This Game

Entre-Deux

At Medocorilia, a world invaded by zombies, a pregnant woman tries to survive, until she meets the elusive Entre-Deux. Now,
Elrica must gain their Trust to stay alive.

Dark Fairies and Cursed Queen

At Medocorilia, in an Alternate Reality where the zombie apocalypse never happened…
After his girlfriend broke up with him, Denis accidently freed the Cursed Queen and her evil Dark Fairies. He must stop them

somehow.

Witch and Seimoya

At Medocorilia, in an Alternate Reality where the zombie apocalypse never happened…
When Jesabel and her friend Manolita summoned a wicked with, they got to stop her. Maybe a Seimoya (spirit) could help?

Three stories…
All connected…

Entre-Deux: Cursed!
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Features

3 short stories, written in Ren’py, with choices and various endings.

8,305 words in total.

Full controller support and Steam achievements.

Works on Windows, Mac and Linux!

The default & original language of the game is French.
To toggle English, go to Préférences and select the English flag.
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Mia Blais-Côté
Publisher:
Mia Blais-Côté
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The Swan Princess and The Dire Tree is the 11th game in the Dark Parables series. Though stand alone, for anyone who has
been following this series there are omages to the previous games (Rapunzel #7 and Goldilocks #10 come to mind immediately)
and adds even more history to the Prince James (Frog Prince #2) saga. (For those who care the 1st Swan Princess, Odette, was
one of the Prince James' (Frog Prince) 5 wives. Also Ross Red (Prince Ross Red) is the fraternal twin of Princess Snow White,
now Queen Snow White also known as the Snow Queen (# 3), who was also one of Prince James' 5 wives.) I do so enjoy a series
that keeps their overall long term story straight and without plot holes. But enough about the series as a whole.

Storyline: As soon as the flying 'Seed of Life' from the Dire Tree (omage to Yggdrasil, Tree of Life) germinates it is stolen by
the Black Swan, a title giving to a Swan Guard traitor in the Swan Kingdom on Dire Island. (Swan guards are the lifelong
protectors of the Goddess Flora and the Dire Tree.) The whole Swan Kingdom and the entire island of Dire is now facing utter
destruction since the 'Seed of Life' used in a life regenerative ritual by the Goddess Flora now can not be performed unless
returned. Huge lava filled cracks are appearing all over the island and the present and 6th Swan Princess has sent for aid. That
aid comes from the Master Tailor (omage to a fairy tale), who can literally sew the earthen cracks shut with his enchanted
"sword" which looks like a sewing needle, and you, the player as the Fairy Tale Detective. Your task find the traitor, the Black
Swan (once Head of the Swan Guards) and the flying 'Seed of Life' then return them both to the Swan Princess. The situation is
not as it seems, appearances are deceiving and everything changes when the Goddess Flora dies. (Chapter 2). The mission then
becomes find out what is really going on, the reasons behind everything and of course, saving the Swan Kingdom from
annilihation. That is part of the job description after all, Fairy Tale Detective.

The Game: 8 chapters plus 2 bonus chapters. Intricate storyline that has all the plot twists of a corkscrew with magic, mayhem,
intrigue, treachery and murder. And I still call this a family friendly game.

Fast travel map with things to do highlighted with a star. Pastel color pallette. Built in strategy guide. Four game modes: Casual,
Hard, Insane and Custom. No hand holding in this game, and at times the clues are a bit obsure, if not missed because the
dialogue disappears way too fast. Personally I recommend Casual for all the little sparklies that are hard to see anyway and the
hints on the fast travel map. No reason not to play on Casual. There is no achievement for playing on Hard mode. There are no
hint penalties unless in Hidden Object Puzzle (HOP) and no skip penalties. The in-game achievements are same as the Steam
achievements. There are even trading cards.

All achievements can be earned in a single playthrough, and if any are missed (except the parables) during gameplay (including
the collectibles) they can be picked up through the Extras menu. All Hidden Object Puzzles (HOPs) and mini-games can be
replayed in the Extra menu. There is a mini-game called Souvenirs where the player goes back through every scene in the game
and looks for a single item (watch for cursor change, if the item is not immediately apparent.) The Extra menu includes art
concept, wall papers, music, video, etc. The main game screen includes buttons for achievements, parables and collectibles so
the player can keep track of their progress without leaving the game.

One of the newest features of the game series is the 3D elements. This feature is quite prominent when opening smaller boxes.
Also they have stirred away from the traditional morphing\/ghost objects and made their morphing objects (which morph into a
flower) their parable pieces. The other extra hidden find, the collectibles, are tiny acorns with wings on both sides. Some of
these can be quite tough to find. (Did I mention that built in strategy guide that so happens to have at the end the location of all
parable pieces and acorn collectibles.)

Gameplay: A smooth blend between point and click, problem solving, HOPs, and puzzles. Nothing is contrived, all four of those
elements appear where they should. Point and click to adventure about, problem solving when a task needs to be done, HOPs
when looking for or needing a specialized object like a key and puzzles on anything that locks or opens usually.

The problem solving bits can be a bit obsure at times and chase about on the fast map. But it does not happen often and the clues
are there. Just be very observant, click on everything, and look for cursor changes. Some places are rather small in out of the
way places or seemingly unimportant places like a brazier at the top of a staircase. Everything is very logical in the story
progression and what one would normally do if presented with the same type of situation in real life. And yes, keys are the only
thing that open locks. (Though the "key" may not necessarily be a standard type of key. Gems are used as keys.)
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The HOPs are pictures unlike the usual list finds. These types of HOPs are standard for this series. Basically some object has
been disassembled into pieces and the HOP consists of finding all the pieces. The game will automatically assembly the pieces
when finished. The pieces are divided into three different sections, so as the pieces of each section are all found that part will
assembly itself. When all three sections have assemblied, those three pieces will assembly into the completed object and go into
inventory. Once the mind accustoms itself to this, the HOPs can become very easy. Nothing is unfairly hidden, though some
pieces are half hidden behind other things or obsured in some way, and the size or color can change slightly. Color changes are
generally due to "poor light" or "shadows" in the game scene. For example the game scene is heavily shaded by trees and slightly
in creviss. Every item is drawn according to these light conditions. Though in this game finding the mosaic pieces on the mosaic
itself was a challenge. It was like looking for jigsaw puzzle pieces on the jigsaw puzzle itself.

The puzzles are varied, diverse and something NEW. There are several types of mazes including a vertical tower maze, sliders,
rotators, a jigsaw puzzle, a tangram, a recipe, logic puzzles, matching and a NEW type of puzzle my friend mickmane called a
logic connector. I would call it a math logic connector or even a circuitry puzzle. These puzzles are found on the rune pedestrals.
How they work is there are numbered dice (the amount of connections allowed) scattered all over the board and to solve the
player must connect lines to every die for that amount of connections. Seems simple when hearing it explained, looks daunting
when seen, and logic is the name of this game. And it is NEW. After a lifetime of puzzles, I have never played this type of
puzzle before. Thumbs up!!

Well I think I covered everything, and thanks for putting up with all the history about Dark Parables but I have been playing this
series since 2010, more then once. I highly recommend this game even at full price. It is a bit more difficult then the usual fare
and certainly not cookie cutter or predictable.. If you've never played Disgaea, this is a good one to start with. The series has
some interconnectiveness but this one doesn't lash itself to the past games at all in the main story. These games aren't for
everyone, though, and if you don't like dumb anime and complex tactical RPGs and maximizing efficiency as a concept, this
game's not for you.

If you're a series fan? Well. Good news.

I've been playing these games since Disgaea 1 on the PS2. The only NISA tactical RPGs I haven't finished are La Pucelle, some
of the expanded ports, and Soul Nomad. I've dumped a combined several thousand hours into these games. Every single one has
an absolute minimum of 100 hours from me.

This is top 3 for sure. Maybe even the best. Fighting for that spot with Phantom Brave and Disgaea 2.

The gameplay's an improvement over the predecessors but that's to be expected. What floored me is how much an improvement
the writing is here, especially compared to Disgaea 3 and Disgaea 4. It's a serious plot that handles itself well, is trope-y in a
good way and is missing most of the hangups I had with previous games. The characters actually develop here, through this
story, and it's tons of fun.

A shame it's missing some of the series favorites (the Prism Rangers aren't here, neither is Kurtis) and a few of the classes are
missing (where's the super hero class?) but these are more than made up for by what you get in return (SO MANY new monster
classes!)

I mean, I love wood golems and all, but Bears are an acceptable substitute. They've been nerfing wood golems since 2 anyway.
Also the two-weapon equipping mechanic means that Magic Knights are AWESOME now, which I never expected.. This is a
good game to play while you wait on friends to get online or you just want to blow off steam. It is better than the flash version
online IMO.. Personally, as a casual gamer, I'm enjoying this game a lot.
Let's just jump right into what you want to know:

Gameplay: Simple! Swap the tile you're given with any on the board to make groupings of 4 or more to damage your foes before
they damage you! Get money and catnip to spend on upgrades and new ships and weapon power-ups to help you hit harder and
faster to get more stars at the end of each level in order to progress.

Sound: Retro but a little repetitive. What you hear in the trailer is what you get. Nothing obnoxious, but nothing spectacular
either. You can turn on or off sounds or music but that's it.
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Controls: It's obviously meant for mobile as some things mention tapping. But it's all mouse from here, baby! Nothing simpler
than that.

Graphics: Pixels! Pixels everywhere! Except for the strangely large space behind the gameplay area which is just filled with cute
cat and fish drawings. You can window the game (alt+enter) or full screen it, but it seems to always only have this tiny gameplay
screen inside a giant window with the doodled background. Obviously remnants from its mobile origin.

Story: Yes, there is actually a story, again, shown in the trailer. Funny and cute; steal back the cat island's catnip from the
Aquarium Alliance, beating one fish into submission at a time!

Overall: I'm having fun; there's a nice amount of achievements for how short the game is so it ups the replay value a little with
that, and there are plenty of different ships to unlock, too. My only concern is the lack of resolution choices but it's not a must
for such a little game as this, in my opinion, so I can stick it out. On launch there were a few bugs including no sound, but the
Developer handled it almost immediately. I recommend this game; the price is nice for what you're getting.. I wanted to like this
game, after truly enjoying both prequels, I was excited to wrap up my hero's story. But I found myself suddenly thrown into a
linear plot where my choices didn't matter. The previous games are very open to letting you decide your own emotions and
reactions, which is what you expect from a CYOA. But after being told I "have no choice", "the only way", "You know you have
to"... etc, over and over, I realized I was just reading a book with buttons that I was no longer in control of. The final straw for
me was the game deciding FOR ME who I romanced and kissed. Without me choosing. Also, power cost information usually
leads to "wow that cost more than you thought" - which I'll admit IS in line with the plot, but ends up being frustrating when you
were trying to be strategic.

I'd say buy this on sale if you really enjoyed the first two games, but be prepared to relinquish control over any major plotlines
or decisions.. Note this game is very very unfinished*

Tldr: Current game is a 3/10 excusing all of its faults and lack of polish it'd be at least a 7/10.

I just spent three hours playing this game and killed all the bosses out of order by acciddent....This is by far the most fun I've
had from a game at this price. The bosses are pretty interesting but missing sound effects completely later game enemies are
missing all sound effects. The tree boss is very low res not to mention the easiest boss to beat due to his attack pattern being easy
to remember and him being slow I would say he was the weakest part of the game and in a full release will be an eyesore if he
isn't fixed (I assume hes supposed to be hard because hes the last boss on the path I may be wrong). All in all if this was polished
a lot and I mean A LOT this could be a very decent game which reminds me of Dark Souls (Insert ♥♥♥♥♥♥ journo joke
here) no but really its very apparent that some bosses and areas where inspired by DS2 especially the castle. I ♥♥♥♥ing loved
all the shortcuts I mean really good♥♥♥♥♥♥well place and everything, it made beating a boss/Area very rewarding even in
this unfinished state. Current game is a 3/10 excusing all of its faults and lack of polish it'd be at least a 7/10 I very much look
forward to playing this game when its finished in 3 years or more.

*Bugs and grips section*
The bandit camp area was extremely confuzing to get into and I had to skyrim jump my way on rocks to get into it.
The Phantom boss fight was also buggy in the sense where I would take all of his health away and he wouldn't die.
The Phantom boss is very very hard to beat and borderline unfair. His hitboxes either hit me from far away or didn't hit me at
all even though the attack should of connected. In all honesty I only beat him because for some reason the fight started with him
at half health.
The Iron skin or whatever its called spell only work 1-5 times and even when it did work the effects were miniscule at best.
The small phantom ghost enemy can sometimes drop double and sometimes extremely rarely tripple loot by hitting him during
his death animation.
All objects respawn upon restarting the game so I just did that and basically never cared about money ever again.
I do not know if this is a bug or just poor direction but I spawn and was told to do nothing, no quest or anything (Even though
there's a quest log) after talking to every friendly NPC I gave up and went to kill♥♥♥♥♥♥and oooohhh boi I killed at least 500
enemies.
Enemies will sometimes one hit K.O you even with high level gear and sometimes won't do damage at all.
Balancing is a huge problem it seems with the greatsword with only 25 damage still outshinning a sword with 65 damage.
I have a feeling that stats do nothing (in the stats menu) because they didn't change throughout the entire game.
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There is tons and I mean tons of ways to break out of the map and get to areas you aren't supposed like behind the gem door.
No targeting system left me missing a lot with a greatsword and other weapons.
The healing spell doesn't heal enough and the cooldown is far too long and unforgiving, The healing magic paired with a potion
gets rid of this problem but only slightly I don't think its indended.
This is just because I'm an idiot maybe but at no point was I told about campfires being used as spawn locations which I didn't
find out until 2 hours in and everytime I died I would end up back at the beginning and trust me the trek to get back to the
phantom boss is ♥♥♥♥ing grueling especially with the how slow you walk even while running.
By sprinting and jumping at random intervuls you can have infinite stamina.
with the normal sword's lounging animation you can get some pretty big air when hitting certain angels which is how I managed
to get behind the gem door :P.
The frame at Ultra could only get up to 20 FPS and rarely stayed there. at medium it got up to 70 FPS and constantly chugged
between 10 FPS and 50 FPS.
The jumping sound effect is the same everywhere excluding water and my God It's annoying to hear wood foot steps while not
on wood at all.
For the tombs boss fight I had no ♥♥♥♥ing clue on how to get into the fight so I just used that sword launch method to get to
the exit and then fight the bosses.

*End for bugs and grips section*

As a game dev as well if I were to be so bold here's what I would do.
Work on sound design it may seem like it but sound is almost more important the gameplay. It was to the point where I was
making sounds up in my head while I was playing haha.
3D models look pretty decent (Not counting the tree boss) I was so ♥♥♥♥ing happy when I got a flame long sword. I would
recommend making more weapons but focuse on sound design first.
Animations are stiff but not bad though I'd say animations should be the highest on your list because the more the game gets
finished the more animations you'd have to polish.

My name is Jesse Clifton I'm currently working on my on game but I'd be glad to help with sound effects and weapon models
for free if you want :3

*Review end*
. NO just NO!. Game is dead. There is no community.. I backed this game on Kickstarter, knowing nothing about the short
stories the game was based on. I am so glad this game got made because it was a truly unique world to get dropped into. Unless
you are familiar with the stories, I recommend just letting go and going wherever the story takes you. I thought it was a fun ride.

To me, this game was old school hard. Meaning, clues and solutions to dilemmas and puzzles are out there, but are very subtle. I
really had to pay attention to the world around me and what characters were saying and think creatively. Ocassionally I over-
thought puzzles (like the box puzzle) and had to step back and let things be simpler that what I was trying to make them. I miss
this level of challenge in newer games and so appreciated this one all the more.

I recommend this to those who like challenging (but in a fun way) games in beautiful odd little worlds where things are not
always what they seem.. 87 cents and I already can tell that this is going to take a lot of processing power of my brain to finish
all the puzzles in 3 stars.

Game rates you based on the number of rotations and moves you have done. and if you think 2D paper architect puzzles are
hard, wait until you try this game where it tricks you do the tracing on a 3D rotatable cube but the image you are trying to solve
is a 2D picture
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This game requires a lot of patience. At the beginning, there were plenty of audio cutscenes where I listened to a ghost (?) talk,
while the camera was frozen with me staring at a wall. I also really liked* the time I walked into a hallway and all my controls
were frozen for 2 minutes; I eventually realized that this was to make sure I saw a spooky cutscene of all the lights in the hall
slowly going out one by one. Far from being scary or atmospheric, this only served to make me annoyed with the game as I
wanted to get back to exploring its creepiness without shackles.

*In case you can't tell, I'm being sarcastic.

The game isn't actually creepy, though, at least what little I saw of it. In the first area I found a high-tech surveillance camera
(with crappy controls) that allowed me to look at a wall that I had already inspected visually. (I found nothing of interest both
times. It's a wall.) I found a bathroom with three toilet stalls - the game wouldn't let me examine the first or second stalls, so
when I clicked on the third one I wondered what I'd find. I found a toilet. I spent about a minute painstakingly dragging my
cursor over the entire screen, looking for the clickable spot that gave me a reason to be there, but there was nothing.

This inconsistency and emptiness extends throughout the introductory sequence. I found a hat on a chair in a hotel room, and
was able to click on it. My reward? A close-up view of a hat. Not interactive, not interesting, apparently meaningless. Yet there
are many environmental objects that could not be examined even this closely. Did the hat matter? Was I supposed to care?
There was no indication I should, yet ... close-up.

So, at first, I spent most of my time pixel hunting to try to figure out what was interactive - and then discovered that even the
interactive objects are noninteractive!

My first tangible obstacle was a puzzle box. Getting it open, I found a secret compartment with a note containing a magical rune.
I couldn't pick up the note. All I could do was look at it and walk away. Again, I spent a good couple minutes trying to do
something with it, moving that beautiful cursor around trying to find a hotspot, but interaction is not allowed in this game.

The next puzzle I found was a simple jigsaw, a torn up note for me to reassemble which contained a clue to deciphering a
nearby transposition code. I stepped away for a moment to look at the coded item, then came back to reexamine the note ... and
it was torn to pieces again, necessitating that I re-reassemble it. Why?

On the positive side, I liked the voice acting. The performances are good. I did stick with it long enough to get an initial taste of
the story as well, and it seems intriguing and well-written.

But that interest is gated behind a cumbersome interface, controls that freeze on you by design, and screen after screen of
emptiness and boredom. The best word to describe my brief experience here is plodding. This looks like a 5 hour story that
would take 20 hours to complete.

I guess this is for people who enjoy seeing a (hopefully good? Who knows?) story emerge gradually; so gradually that one barely
notices anything is happening at all. There's satisfaction in that, I suppose. And maybe I'm being too harsh on a game that's 15
years old. But speaking for myself, I don't see enough value here for my time spent, and certainly nothing worth spending
money on in today's game market. Refunded.. It was a good game. I went through all the endings and they were all interesting.
I've been able to put a lot of the story together, but some parts I still have a couple questions about. I love the music too. I got the
DLC for this game. I recommend that you buy this game and play it yourself.. Ignore the lack of playing time with this review. I
bought this game when it first came out and got this copy for free when I pre-ordered Age of Wonders III. Frankly, Age of
Wonders is the best fantasy 4X series I've played. Shadow Magic was the best in the franchise, until Age of Wonders three came
out. This is one of the best, "One more turn." games. The developers even put in a clock in the UI, because so many fans
requested after playing for many hours longer than they intended.

If you like the genre, then this game is worth the $10. However, I would recommend spending $30 on the latest game.. The
program is useful if you only use default generator parts and supported dlc parts. But when you import custom parts they don't
catogorize properly, this is a nifty little program but with bugs like that it's hard to use. So until it's fixed a little better i wouldn't
recommend this software. Puzzle game in 3D.

You turn around a cube filled with smaller colored cubes using your mouse. And then you send the colored cubes towards one
side by clicking on that side. As easy and as complicated as that.
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Some levels easy, some are very frustrating.
You really need to watch what you are doing since otherwise you need to restart level.

Lovely game when you just need to waste a few minutes of your life. For the price, it's totally worth.. This game has a bug that
doesn't allow you to jump while on platforms. What could possibly be the login behind this? The developers are out there
laughing their♥♥♥♥♥off while we struggle for hours to jump Marion up the stone steps with the postal package in the first
area of "Pursuing the Ark". There is absolutely no way to get the package up the steps and deliver it, hence you cannot complete
the game 100%.. This game is amazing! I don't know where to start with all the good things. How about a list?
1. The glitchy controls are amazing. Really makes you put a lot of effort into the game.
2. The fact that there is no end to the game, even after you've gotten all the fish, makes the fun never end.
3. Some bodies vanish, some don't. How exciting!!
4. Oh, you thought the spear went directly through the fish? But he's still alive!
5. The underwater fall damage is literally to die for.
9\/10, will never play again!

Tokyo and Mojave Desert regions, available now!:
Hello, Snipers!
We deployed two new regions for the Steam version of our game. 

Mohave Desert!. New Region available - Washington:

Hello Snipers!
We have a content update for you and more coming soon:

 GUARD WASHINGTON. Virtual now Live!:
Hello Snipers!
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Update 21 comes with a new zone: Virtual

After a series of mainframe hacks, Cellstrike began storing our important intel within a complex virtual world, protected by an
AI security team. But last night, our AI was hacked by an unknown party, and our security team went haywire, attacking our
intel banks instead of protecting them. We're jacking you into this world to subdue the renegade AI, and find out who
orchestrated this glitch. To ensure instant reaction time, your entire physiology has linked to the network. So if you're killed
there, you'll stay dead. Try not to get deleted, OK?

Bugfixes:

-The warlord gold collect gold and play PvP matches progress was not updated unless restarting
-Multishot ability fixes (the beholder affinity)
-Protector Squadmate improvements

Happy hunting, Snipers!. America's Retribution Term 2 NiHonGoToKi Sniper Fury Update 33 Patch Notes:
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Update 33 is set to bring about the end of purple energy and with it an overhaul of the PVP system.

Another change worth mentioning is the introduction of deputies, your virtual assistants to take care of specific tasks. We are
also buffing up your Avatars so they can put up more of a stand during base attacks.

Do not hesitate to share your thoughts in the General Discussion subforum[forum.gameloft.com]. If you encounter a bug with
the game, please let us know in the Bugs & Issues subforum[forum.gameloft.com].

Deputy System. Castle Region available NOW!:

Hello Snipers!. Get the low-down on Sniper Fury's recent updates:

Snipers, you have places to be and missions to complete! Let's give you the complete low-down on the biggest changes and
developments in Sniper Fury gameplay from the past few months.

Keep reading!

Holo Badges

Released to the world in Update 29 earlier this week, Holo Badges are Holographic gears that act as a buff during PVP
encounters. Each badge will come with a specific in-game bonus!

All the players received a default Holo Badge that has the following bonus: "Reloads the weapon clip after killing an enemy."

More Holo Badges will be available in future time-limited events.

Read the complete  patch notes for Update 29 here [www.facebook.com].

New chapter – Ghost Town

Ghost Town is the 26th region to be released in the Sniper Fury universe.

Combat operatives have their work cut out for them in this single-player campaign that pit them against a group of eco-cultists:

"In the suburbs of Auron Inc.'s Future City lies Wanapucket, a Ghost Town. Pollutants from Auron Inc. factories have left this
town uninhabitable; completely lethal to human life. The air is toxic, the water is like sludge and the animals are sickly and
dying. This is the price of progress; the cost of capitalism. And this town's former inhabitants are tired of paying that price.
They've banded together with Earthshatter, the cultists who developed that world-rending, seismological doomsday device, to
get their revenge on Auron Inc. and their Future City. They're building a new seismological device to sink themselves and the
neighboring Future City into the Earth's core. Millions will die if we don't stop them. Stop this atrocity from happening, and
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bring down Earthshatter once and for all!"

Battle Pass

Already on it's fourth season, the Battle Pass is a centralized rewarding system that incorporates most of the Sniper Fury rewards
in a single place. All you need to do in order to get the rewards is to play.

New Squad Mates and abilities

Introduced this summer, the Assassin can kill the attacking player by teleporting from place to place until it reaches the player
and initiates a Melee Attack. Assassin Squad Mates can be placed on both the top and the bottom rows in your base, and you can
even have a 5 Assassins defense set-up.

The scope and range of Squad Mate abilities have also expanded. For example, the assault Squadmates that have the new Taunt
ability are able to attract bullets towards them while highly increasing their own defense.

Two more abilities were introduced in the most recent update:

Accursed Squad mates: spawns a wraith on death which acts as a drone, but its HP is based on the HP of the Squad Mate
that spawned it.
Steadfast Squad mates: cannot be eliminated with critical hits; these will be converted into normal hits once they hit the
target.

Special Ops

We have added two extra difficulties to missions to accommodate even the most battle-hardened squadmates.

Most missions now require Ninja or Protector squadmates (in some extreme cases both) in order to be completed.

Co-op Event Revamp

Players will be able to earn a Supreme Pack for every mission they play.
Co-op events no longer rely on event energy.
The UI has been retooled for a more streamlined experience.
A better intro was implemented, that serves as a more effective way to get all the info the player needs before starting
the event (what to do and how the mechanics work).
Players now have the option to upgrade each individual weapon module and can choose to max out the modules they
prefer the most (like Mag Size or Stability).

What the future holds

Stay tuned for new Halloween content over the next two weeks, including a new type of event!

Halloween Events
New Weapons
New Holo Badge
New Gears
New Squad Mates

Briefing over, Sniper. Now go out there and  fight for the future [gmlft.co]!
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. Desert and Moscow available NOW!:

Lock and load Snipers!. Two new regions available soon!:

Hello Snipers!
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